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About the Academy
2018 marks both The Academy for the Love of Learning’s 20th anniversary and the centennial of the
birth of the 20th century musical giant Leonard Bernstein. The Academy shares a deep history with
Leonard Bernstein, and ultimately was birthed from an intense collaboration between Bernstein
and Academy founder and President Aaron Stern during the final decade of Bernstein’s life. Stern,
then Dean of the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago, had a profound discovery about
learning while observing how music students learned music. From that discovery, Stern recognized
that a restoration of the human capacity to learn was essential not only to the revitalization of
music, but all of education and more generally, Western culture itself. From this, Stern began to
develop a body of work, pedagogy and learning methodologies that are now at the center of the
Academy for the Love of Learning.
Stern’s approach to learning found its counterpart in Bernstein’s vision for a better world and a
lifelong commitment to sharing that vision through music. Stern’s clear conviction that by “taking
the lid off learning, we can learn ourselves to a better world, individually and collectively” touched
and inspired Bernstein deeply toward the end of his life. Bernstein invested in Stern enormously
during that last decade of his life. Following Bernstein’s death in 1990, Stern developed further and
implemented peripatetically the methodologies he first began to explore while at the Conservatory.
He went on formally to found the Academy in 1998 to embody this burgeoning work.
Throughout 2018, the Academy for the Love of Learning has been celebrating our 20th year through
the themes of “Reflection and Emergence.” In true Academy style, we have been celebrating with
a question – a key question that Bernstein had during the last decade of his life: “Don’t we never
learn?” Stern’s response then, as now, was “Of course we do! We transform!”
The Academy stands now as a vibrant and vital organization that continues to be inspired by
Bernstein’s vision for a better world while actively finding solutions and developing practices
aimed at helping us to become better at being human beings. We thank you for joining us as we
reflect on our history and celebrate the Academy’s emerging future.
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Concert Program
*All pieces are composed by Leonard Bernstein unless otherwise noted.
Opening Prayer

Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990)

Three Meditations from MASS
Meditation No. I
Meditation No. 2
A Leonard Bernstein Memory

Aaron Stern (b. 1948)

Thirteen Anniversaries: For Aaron Stern
I Hate Music
I. My name is Barbara
II. Jupiter Has Seven Moons
III. I Hate Music
V. I’m a Person Too
“Simple Song” from MASS
“Greeting” from Arias and Barcarolles
“Take Care of This House” from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Please join us in the Geist Room to close the program for a reading by Charlie Harmon
from his recent book On the Road and Oﬀ the Record with Leonard Bernstein and a
performance by Mr. Harmon of “Nachspiel” from Leonard Bernstein’s Arias and
Barcarolles.
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Charlie Harmon and Leonard Bernstein

Program Notes
Opening Prayer
Premiered at the rededication of Carnegie Hall in December of 1986, Opening Prayer
is also the final movement in Bernstein’s last symphony Jubilee Games, based upon
Thirteen Anniversaries: For Aaron Stern. Both are written by Bernstein in November of
1986 as a birthday gift for Stern.
Three Meditations from MASS
I. Lento assai, molto sostenuto
II. Andante sostenuto
A Leonard Bernstein Memory
“As I fell into deep sorrow over the death of my beloved friend and mentor, A Leonard
Bernstein Memory was conceived. I sat at the piano more the improviser than composer,
filled with thoughts of our final conversation at dinner the night before. I took a pencil
that he had given me and the work seemingly wrote itself. Bernstein’s presence
surrounded me.” – Aaron Stern
Thirteen Anniversaries: For Aaron Stern
During their time together, Bernstein frequently wrote Stern musical birthday presents.
Thirteen Anniversaries: For Aaron Stern, was composed for Stern’s birthday in 1986, and
would later be incorporated into Bernstein’s final symphony and the Opening Prayer at
the rededication of Carnegie Hall. In a little known fact, Bernstein also adapted the piece
for string quartet at the request of Yoko Ono to accompany a Haiku she had written.
I Hate Music! A Cycle of Five Kid Songs for Soprano
I.
My mother says that babies come in bottles;
but last week she said they grew on special baby bushes.
I don’t believe in the storks, either!

They’re all in the zoo, busy with their own babies!
And what’s a babybush, anyway!?
My name is Barbara.
II.
Jupiter has seven moons
or is it nine?
Saturn has a million, billion, trillion sixty-nine;
ev’ry one is a little sun, with six little moons of its own!
But we have only one! Just think of all the fun we’d have if there were nine!
Then we could be just nine times more romantic!
Dogs would bay ‘til they were frantic!
we’d have nine tides in the Atlantic!
The man in the moon would be gigantic!
But we have only one!
Only one!
III.
I hate music!
But I like to sing:
la dee da da dee;
la dee da dee.
But that’s not musc, not what I call music.
No, sir.
Music is a lot of men
in a lot of tails,
making lots of noise like a lot of females;
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Music is a lot of folks in a big dark hall,
where they really don’t want to be at all;
with a lot of chairs,
and a lot of airs,
and a lot of furs and diamonds!

I have lots of thoughts;
like what’s behind the sky;
and what’s behind what’s behind the sky:
But ev’ryone says,
“isn’t she sweet? She wants to know ev’rything!”
Don’t you?

Music is silly!
I hate music!
But I like to sing:
la dee da da dee:
la dee da da dee:
la dee da da dee.

Of course I’m very young to be saying all these things
in front of so many people like you;
but I’m a person too!
Though I’m only ten years old;
I’m a person too,
like you!

V.
I just found out today
that I’m a person too, like you:

A Simple Song from Mass
Sing God a simple song:
Lauda, Laude…
Make it up as you go along:
Lauda, laude…

I like balloons;
Lots of people like balloons:
But ev’ryone says,
“Isn’t she cute? she likes balloons!”

Sing like you like to sing.
God loves all simple things,
For God is the simplest of all,
For God is the simplest of all.

I’m a person too, like you!
I like things that ev’ryone likes:
I like soft things and movies and horses and warm things and red things:
don’t you?

I will sing the Lord a new song
To praise Him, to bless Him, to bless the Lord.
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I will sing His praises while I live
All of my days.
Blessed is the man who loves the Lord,
Blessed is the man who praises Him.
Lauda, Lauda, Laude…
And walks in His ways.
I will lift up my eyes
To the hill from whence comes my help.
I will lift up my voice to the Lord
Singing Lauda, Laude.

Greeting from Arias and Barcarolles
When a boy is born,
The world is born again,
And takes its first breath with him.
When a girl is born,
The world stops turning round,
And keeps a moment’s hushed wonder.
Every time a child is born,
For the space of that brief instant,
the world is pure.
Take Care of This House from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Take care of this house,
keep it from harm.
If bandits break in, sound the alarm.

For the Lord is my shade,
Is the shade upon my right hand,
And the sun shall not smite me by day
Nor the moon by night.

Care for this house,
shine it by hand and keep it so clean
the glow can be seen
all over the land.

Blessed is the man who loves the Lord,
Lauda, Lauda, Laude,
And walks in His ways.

Be careful at night,
check all the doors.
If someone makes off with a dream,
The dream will be yours.

Lauda, Lauda, Laude,
Lauda Lauda di da di day…

Take care of this house,
be always on call,
for this house is the hope of us all.

All of my days.
Nachspiel from Arias and Barcarolles

Aaron Stern playing piano in Leonard Bernstein’s Connecticut Studio
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Aaron Stern
President and founder of the Academy for the Love of Learning, Aaron Stern is a
musician, teacher, and internationally recognized consultant on learning.
As the Academy’s creative and educational leader, Stern designs and directs the
Academy’s core curriculum and faculty, guides program development, and offers select
trainings in depth facilitation and diverse aspects of the Academy’s pedagogy.
During the early 1980s, Stern served as Dean of the American Conservatory of Music
in Chicago. It was here that he began to focus on learning and educational processes,
developing creative, experiential curricula that won national acclaim.
It was during that time that Stern re-met his mentor, musician Leonard Bernstein, and
the two embarked upon an intense 10-year collaboration. Stern had already begun
to imagine a new institution focused on learning and their conversations and shared
experiences further informed Stern in his quest to find ways to awaken, nurture, and
sustain a life-long love of learning as a means to becoming more fully human. This
early work laid the foundation for what is now the Academy for the Love of Learning,
founded by Stern in 1998 as a nonprofit “think and do tank.”
Today, Stern conducts programming in Santa Fe, consultancies and seminars throughout
the United States and other parts of the world, and serves as a member of the Board and
Fellow of the Mind & Life Institute, co-founded by His Holiness the Dalai Lama.

Leonard Bernstein
Leonard Bernstein was a conductor, composer, pianist, author and teacher. Born in Lawrence,
Massachusetts, he began piano lessons at around the age of ten. Graduating from Harvard in 1939
he continued his studies at the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia, which included conducting with
Fritz Reiner. After studying with, and assisting Serge Koussevitzky at Tanglewood, Massachusetts,
Bernstein’s major career break came in November 1944 when he was called upon at the last moment
to substitute an ailing Bruno Walter at a concert in Carnegie Hall, which was broadcast nationally.
In the following years he held posts as conductor of the New York City Orchestra, head of the
conducting department at Tanglewood and on the staff of Brandeis University. From 1958-1969
he was musical director and chief conductor of the New York Philharmonic, subsequently holding
the lifetime title of laureate conductor. He made hundreds of recordings, appeared regularly on
television, gave educational lectures, and wrote The Joy of Music (1954) and The Infinite Variety of
Music (1959). He won countless awards, including the National Fellowship Award in 1958 for his
life-long support of humanitarian causes.
Among his wide variety of works he composed ballets such as Fancy Free (1944); musicals
and operas including On the Town (1944), Trouble in Tahiti (1952) and its sequel A Quiet Place
(1983), Wonderful Town (1953), Candide (1956) and West Side Story (1957); concert works
including Chichester Psalms (1965) and three symphonies.
Additionally, Bernstein took a deep interest in politics and was a friend of the Kennedys. His
Mass was dedicated to John F. Kennedy. Among guests at fund-raising parties in his apartment
during the late 1960’s, one could find some of the leading civil-rights advocates of the period.
During Bernstein’s Philharmonic decade, the orchestra engaged its first black member, the
violinist Sanford Allen.
Late in his extraordinarily restless and fruitful life, Bernstein defended his early decision to
spread himself over as many fields of endeavor as he could master. ‘’I don’t want to spend my
life, as Toscanini did, studying and restudying the same 50 pieces of music,’’ he wrote in The
New York Times.
‘’It would,’’ he continued, ‘’bore me to death. I want to conduct. I want to play the piano. I want
to write for Hollywood. I want to write symphonic music. I want to keep on trying to be, in the
full sense of that wonderful word, a musician. I also want to teach. I want to write books and
poetry. And I think I can still do justice to them all.’’

Barbara Bogatin
Barbara Bogatin has been a member of the San Francisco Symphony since 1994. Before
joining the orchestra, her varied career included playing with New York Chamber
Soloists, the New York Philharmonic, the Metropolitan Opera, Aston Magna Baroque
Festival, Connecticut Early Music Festival, Casals Festival, and as principal cellist with
Milwaukee and New Jersey Symphony Orchestras. She has played with Chamber
Music Northwest, Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, Tiburon Chamber Players,
Lake Tahoe Summerfest, The Amati Trio, and the Sunrise String Quartet. She received
Bachelor and Master of Music degrees from the Juilliard School.
Along with her husband, neuroscientist Clifford Saron, Barbara has led workshops on
meditation and music practice at Spirit Rock Meditation Center, the Esalen Institute,
Stanford Symposium for Music and the Brain, Telluride Compassion Festival and the
Institute for Mindfulness South Africa Conference.

Charlie Harmon
Charlie Harmon is a music editor and arranger. Sometimes he puts in hours as an
orchestra librarian, most recently at the New York Philharmonic, where he is treated
like royalty. They still seem to think that when he walks into the hall, Leonard Bernstein
must be right behind. He has also worked on special projects in the libraries of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the London
Symphony Orchestra, and The Royal Opera, Covent Garden. For the estate of Leonard
Bernstein, he edited full scores of West Side Story and Candide, and piano-vocal scores
of On the Town and Wonderful Town, among many other works by Leonard Bernstein.
(There are errata lists; nobody’s perfect.) As a freelancer, he has edited works by
John Adams, Stephen Sondheim, and Christopher Rouse. He assisted Lorin Maazel
through the editing and rehearsals of his opera, 1984, based on the George Orwell
novel. He catalogued the archive now known as the Leonard Bernstein Collection in
the Music Division of the Library of Congress. He has written program notes and liner
notes for recordings, but this memoir is his first book. In words, that is. Words are far
more complicated than music. After many years in New York, he now lives in Florida.

Grisha Krivchenia
Grisha Krivchenia is a composer and pianist who divides his time among Santa Fe, the
Seattle area, and concert dates around the world. He enjoys a busy performance schedule,
and his compositions are realized by professional ensembles throughout the Northern
Hemisphere. Recent premieres have taken place in Los Angeles, Seattle, and Bucharest.
Grisha completed his studies at Oberlin Conservatory, where he studied piano with
Sedmara Rutstein and composition with Jeffrey Mumford. In 2007, Grisha founded the
music program at Spring Street International School in Friday Harbor. His solo piano
and chamber music is published by Abundant Silence Publishing.
Grisha takes a special interest in using art to amplify voices that might otherwise
go unheard. He writes music in collaboration with hospice patients and recently
completed a song cycle based on interviews with Syrian refugees living in Jordan,
Lebanon, and Turkey.

Kathlene Ritch
Known for her “powerful, crystal-clear voice,” Kathlene Ritch has sung with such
noted ensembles as the New York Philharmonic, London Sinfonietta, and the Vienna
Philharmonic. She made her solo debut at Lincoln Center with the American Symphony
Orchestra in Listz’s Dante’s Inferno. With that same ensemble, she recorded a live
concert version of Die ägyptische Helena as Hermione opposite Deborah Voigt’s Helen.
Kathlene’s true passion, musical theater, has been a lifelong pursuit. Two of her career
highlights were performing Sweeney Todd at Lincoln Center with George Hearn, Patti
Lupone and Neil Patrick Harris, and Carousel at Carnegie Hall with Audra McDonald
and Hugh Jackman.
Kathlene lives in Santa Fe and is a professor of voice at the Santa Fe University of Art and
Design, as well as an on-air announcer for Classical 95.5 KHFM Santa Fe/Albuquerque.
She also enjoys singing with the Santa Fe Desert Chorale and the Grammy®-winning
ensemble, Conspirare.

Tychiko Cox
A classically trained vocalist from The Bahamas, Tychiko Cox has been praised for
his brilliant versatility, charming audiences with his ‘warm lyrical tone’. Ty received
a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Vocal Performance from The College of St. Benedict/
St. John’s University in Collegeville, Minnesota then went on to pursue a Masters
of Music Degree from The University of New Mexico, where he was the Graduate
Teaching Assistant for two years. Ty held principal and supporting roles in The Harrower
Opera Workshop in Atlanta, Georgia and The FIO Americas Opera Workshop in Brazil.
In 2013, Ty became nationally recognized as one of The Bahamas’ leading young
people under 40 years of age for his contributions to classical music during the
celebration of the country’s 40th Anniversary of Independence. He is an alumnus of
the Deltec Initiative for the Arts; an organization that aims to help young, undiscovered
Bahamian Artists and Artisans develop their talents and fulfill their dreams. Ty is also a
three-time National Association of Teachers of Singing Division Champion in the state
of Minnesota, during the years 2008-2009/2009-2010 and in New Mexico in 2016.
Ty was also a member of the International Award Winning National Choral Ensemble,
The Bahamas National Youth Choir, where he was a soloist and the Featured Guest
Artist for their 22nd Annual Concert Season in 2012. As a member of this organization,
he performed in countries such as Brazil, South Africa, Europe and many cities in the
United States. Ty is also an active narrator and has performed William Walton’s Façade
and Frederick Rzewski’s Coming Together with the New Music New Mexico Ensemble.
Ty also appeared as the Baritone Soloist for the New Mexico Philharmonic’s production
of Handel’s Messiah in 2017. Ty is a former teacher of Applied Voice, Performance and
Language Diction at the New Mexico School for the Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Additionally, Ty has recently formed a non-profit organization, Stile Music Initiative,
which has been created to allow young college students the opportunity to perform in
house settings throughout the city of Albuquerque.

Academy Co-conceivers Leonard Bernstein and Aaron Stern at Tanglewood, early 1980’s

LB: “Don’t we never learn?”
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AS: “Of course we do. We transform.”

“

I and a musician friend named
Aaron Stern have conceived
of an institution called the
Academy

for

the

Love

of

Learning. We haven’t done too
much with the idea yet. . .”

—
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